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Abstract
This project investigates the articulatory properties of German 
vowels on the basis of tagged Cine-MRI data. German has 15 
monophthongs, which are classified into seven tense-lax pairs. 
Understanding the phonetic correlate of vowel tenseness has 
proven elusive, partly due to the difficulty of obtaining global 
shape information for the tongue, especially the pharyngeal 
portion. Tagged Cine-MRI allows motion trajectories for 
individual tissue points to be tracked and strains to be 
calculated. From these data one can infer contraction patterns 
of the muscles of the tongue. The current project uses this 
technique to compare four tense and lax vowel pairs in terms 
of muscular compression and expansion patterns as well as 
root-blade motion.

1. Introduction 
Qualitatively, tense vowels have been reported to have a 
tighter constriction and (with exceptions) a more advanced 
tongue root. Wood [1] reports on the basis of x-ray data that 
lax vowels have a flattened tongue, and regularly a lesser 
constriction than their tense counterparts, with the exception 
of /o- /. He further found that lax vowels have less lip activity 
and indeed less pharyngeal space. Yet it has long been clear 
that tongue root movement in connection with vowel 
tenseness is fundamentally distinct from the feature advanced 
tongue root ([+/-ATR]), which can be found in languages such 
as Akan or Igbo [2, 3]. While tongue root movement should be 
considered an independent feature for true ATR languages, in 
a language like English it is variable and closely related to 
tongue-height differences.

Another line of investigation of the tenseness contrast has 
examined this opposition in terms of muscular tension. EMG 
studies have been undertaken mostly for English speakers 
[e.g., 4, 5]; no comparable studies exist for German. Raphael 
& Bell-Berti [4] found that genioglossus activity was 
distributed bimodally for tense vowels, but not for lax vowels. 
Also inferior longitudinal activity differentiated the two 
vowel classes (styloglossus activity for /u- /, however 
showed contradicting results). As the authors themselves 
point out, the bimodality may be caused by the fact that 
English tense vowels are diphthongized to a considerable 
degree. While this study thus showed a difference for tense 
and lax vowels, they could not uniquely attribute those 
differences to the tense - lax opposition.

MRI studies on German vowels so far have only 
investigated sustained tense vowels [6]. The current project 
uses midsagittal tagged Cine-MRI [7] to investigate the 
German vowel system on an articulatory basis. The imaging 
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e shape, including the tongue root.

2. Method 

ubjects and Stimuli 

set of the full vowel system consisting of the four vowel 
/i- , e:-e, u- , o- / was collected using magnetic 
nce imaging. The vowels were imbedded in a /gepVp /

ord context, with main stress falling onto the target 
. The utterances were repeated in synchrony with the 
scanner, which emits an 800 ms noise signal every 
d, during which time data are recorded. Subjects were 
ically instructed to align the initial syllable (not the main 
) with the scanning beat, so that the movement into and 
f the target vowel could be observed. Subjects had the 
tunity to practice before the experiment. They were only 
d to participate after a satisfactory pre-screening for their 

ic accuracy in stimulus repetition in synchrony with the 
ing signal, since the MRI data acquisition required four 
tions per utterance to be summed into a single picture 
low). Three native speakers of German participated (S1: 

 S2: male; S3: female). They had lived in the US for one 
 years at the time of data recording. 

echnique 

ch subject, three 7mm thick slices were collected. The 
cquisition matrix was low resolution, 64 x 16 in Fourier 
. This is adequate for HARP processing (discussed 
) and allows faster scan rates. After processing, the 
s were interpolated to a 256 x 256 matrix. The 
tion of the interpolated spatial voxel was 1.09 mm x 
m x 7 mm. Scanning rate was 15 Hz rendering 12 

s per 800 ms recording period. In addition to Cine-MRI 
agged cine-MRI data were acquired in order to infer 
e activity within the tongue based on local patterns of 
ression and extension. Tagged Cine-MRI can supply 

ation about internal deformation and motion inside the 
e by means of spatially encoded magnetic markers that 
material points [7]. Fig. 1 illustrates untagged and tagged 

r tagging, a planar slice of protons is excited by a radio 
ncy pulse at the resonant frequency of H2 (Larmor 
ency) long enough to shift their spins by 180 degrees. 
anonical Cine-MRI sequence is then followed, but the 
d protons do not image because they are dephased with 
t to the other nuclei. The MICSR (Magnitude Image C-

m Recovery) method was used to collect the data. The 



tagged planes are perpendicular to the image planes, and 
appear as grid lines in the checkerboard images. The tags
were created 16ms before onset of data acquisition. 

With a sampling rate of 15Hz tag mistracking can occur 
for large and fast motions during which tissue points move 
further between two successive time phases than the distance
between two tags (7mm). Tags can also emerge or fade 
between frames, if tissue moves into or out of the recording 
plane, as happens mainly with lateral extension of the tongue.
If a subject is too variable over the repetitions required to
image one utterance, the tagging grid is no longer delineated
clearly. In all of these cases, analysis of individual tags may
be impossible. S1 was too variable in his utterance repetitions 
and the tags could not be reliably traced. His data were 
excluded from analysis. For the other subjects, comparable
tagging points within a small region were chosen for analysis.

Figure 1: Top: Untagged and tagged MRI image for S2. 
Bottom: Overlay of untagged and tagged images. Bottom 

left: frame 1 (/g/); bottom right: high point of /u/.

2.3. Analysis

Data quantification for the tagged data was done using the
software HARP [8] which implements point tracking and 
strain calculation. Point tracking allows us to follow a 
specific piece of tissue point over time. As far as possible, the
identical coordinate points for tracking were chosen within a 
vowel pair. Note though that the different utterances are not 
registered for the overall positioning of the head, thus the 
constancy of the chosen points across utterances may not be 
perfectly accurate, but for current purposes the positions are
assumed to be comparable [7]. The target vowel was defined 
as the frames between lip contact for the two labials. The 
maximum vowel frame (maxV) was determined visually as 
the frame of maximum tongue displacement during the vowel
interval. The first frame of the utterance, the initial velar, was 
used as reference frame (maxC) in the following analyses.

In order to investigate differences in muscular expansion 
and compression, Genioglossus posterior (GGP) action was 
estimated in HARP by calculating the Lagrangian strain
between the extreme muscle points. The Lagrangian strain
(henceforth LS) calculates the percent compression (or 
expansion) between two frames n and n+i as the change of 
length in a line connecting two tissue points. 

= (length(n+i) – length(n))/ length(n) (1)
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arisons were made between maxC and the deformed
s.

3. Results 

agrangian Strain

ngian strain was computed for the estimated location of 
 which can be expected to contract for tongue root
cement. The endpoints were chosen visually at an 
ted location on the MRI image and kept constant within 
ject (cf. Fig. 2 for typical locations). The LS was 
uted relative to maxC; that is, differences between tense
x vowels were assessed relative to maxC. This assumes
he initial velar is comparable in the utterance pairs
ing only in the tenseness dimension of the target vowel. 
 tracings from untagged images show that this 
ption is justified for S2, yet for S3 maxC is somewhat

ent within vowel pairs. This will have to be kept in mind
interpreting the data. 
r maxC, a velar stop, the tongue is in an elevated 

on with a relatively anterior tongue root. That means 
ven though GGP may be more compressed for e.g., /o/
ared to / /, relative to maxC, GGP can be expanded in 
ases, since the tongue will be positioned further back as
le during back vowels compared to the initial velar. 

LS GGP difference between /o/ and / / will thus be
est in relatively less expansion for /o/ than / /. Fig. 2 

for S2 and S3 the line along which LS for GGP was 
ated for / / and /i/. The left column shows maxC, while
ht column shows maxV for / / and /i/. The tongue tip is 
 right. Note that the positions of maxC and maxV are
different for the two subjects, with a more fronted 
iction for S3.

able 1 indicates the compression (negative) or expansion 
ive) of GGP between maxC and maxV for each of the 
 pairs for S2. The differences range from -23.6% for the
ack vowels to -2.0% for the high back vowel pair. The
fference for the mid back vowel pair /o- / is due to a 
erable height difference the vowels show for this

er (cf. Fig. 3). Both vowels are pronounced far back and
elevated as well. Overall, the differences are in the 
ted direction: GGP for the tense vowels is more

ressed (/i/) or less expanded (/u, o, e:/) relative to maxC
or the lax vowels. 

Table 1: LS for GGP relative to maxC for S2. Positive 
numbers indicate maxC to maxV expansion, while 

negative numbers indicate compression.

el frame LS relative to 
maxC

tense-lax
difference

7 -15% -15.7%
7 0.7%

: 6 3.6% -8.4%
6 12.0%
7 0.4% -2.0%
6 2.4%
7 0.3% -23.6%
6 23.9%



For S3 (cf. Table 2) the differences between the tense-lax
vowels are smaller than for S2, ranging from -11.2% for the 
front mid vowel pair to -2.0% for the back high vowel pair. 
The differences, though small, are in the expected direction.
/i, u, o/ are less expanded, and /e:/ is more contracted than 
their lax counterparts. This limited data set shows large 
subject variability in terms of what vowels will be especially
different. The most subject variability is found in /o- /.
Additional subjects are needed to better interpret the patterns. 

Figure 2: Line segment along which LS was calculated for 
GGP. The left column shows maxC, the right column 

shows maxV for /i/ and / / for S2 and S3. Tongue tip is on 
the right.

Table 2: LS for GGP relative to maxC for S3. Positive 
numbers indicate maxC to maxV expansion, while 

negative numbers indicate compression. 

Vowel frame LS relative to 
maxC

tense-lax
difference

i 9 4.2% -4.9%
7 9.1%

e: 8 -6.5% -11.2%
e 7 4.7%
u 8 0.5% -2.0%

8 2.5%
o 7 12.6% -2.3%

6 14.9%

3.2. Point tracking

The HARP analysis software also allows us to identify
individual points on the tagged MRI image and track the 
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n of these points over time. Point tracking can reveal the 
n of tongue body height and tongue root position. One
was chosen near the surface of the palatal/velar tongue 
constriction region and one point at the tongue root 
ical to the rear end point of the line used for LS 
ation). These tissue points were identified in the first 
 (/g/) for all utterances and then tracked over time.
n a speaker, the same root point was chosen across all 
s. The tongue body point was chosen to be about 1cm 
r back for the back vowels than for the front vowels. 
o evaluate tongue body height, tongue body retraction
root fronting differences between the vowels, the
priate coordinate of the selected point (x or y) was
ared between maxC and maxV. All differences were in 
pected direction. That is, if there was a tongue body

t difference between the vowels, the lax vowel was 
s the lower one. If there was a tongue root position
ence, the tense vowel had the more fronted tongue root.
s 3 and 4 give the differences for each tense and lax
 pair for horizontal blade point position, vertical blade
position and horizontal root point position. 

able 3: Point tracking results for S2 show the difference 
etween each vowel pair for horizontal and vertical blade 

point position, and horizontal root point position. 

horizontal
tongue body

difference (cm) 

vertical tongue 
body difference 

(cm)

horizontal root 
difference

(cm)
0.5 -0.7 1.5
0.5 -1.3 1.2
-0.4 -0.3 0.1
-1.2 -1.1 0.2

able 4: Point tracking results for S3 show the difference 
etween each vowel pair for horizontal and vertical blade 

point position, and horizontal root point position. 

horizontal
tongue body

difference (cm) 

vertical tongue 
body difference 

(cm)

horizontal root 
difference

(cm)
0.5 -0.2 0.5
0.7 -0.5 0.8
0.0 -0.4 -0.3
-1.0 -0.8 0.2

r both subjects, vertical and horizontal tongue body
ons are most distinct for the mid back vowel pair, with 
ing more retracted and higher than / /; for S2 also /e:-e/ 
a 1.3cm difference vertically.  For tongue root position, 
ows a difference between front and back vowels: the 
vowel pairs show little to no difference in the root
ared to the front vowel pairs. For S3, the differences are 
ll much smaller; but as for S2, front vowel pairs show a 

hat greater difference in the root than the back vowel 
u- / is in the opposite direction than expected. 
 shows remarkably little difference in tongue root

on compared to the big differences in GGP compression
ere observed in the LS results (cf. Table 1). For mid 
vowels tongue root position is physiologically more
ained than for front vowels, yet its position could in 
ple still vary below the constriction location (cf. [1]).
gives the maxV for S2 for /o/ (left) and / / (right). The 



amount of tongue flattening during / / compared to /o/ causes
this big difference in GGP even though the point tracking 
analysis only renders a minimal root distinction. The anterior 
tongue expands forward in / /, hence it is more expanded. 

It could further be observed in the point trajectories for 
tense/lax words that utterances with a tense vowel tended to 
show greater overall movement throughout the utterance, 
especially during the initial syllable. It was also not the case 
that lax vowel movements could straightforwardly be 
described as a 'reduced version' of those for the tense 
counterpart. While this observation is yet to be analyzed in
detail, for instance the root point trajectory for the /i- / vowel 
pair for subject S3 was clearly distinct in that for the / /
utterance, the vowel for the first syllable /ge/ (of /gep p /)
showed a retraction motion of 0.8cm relative to maxC, but
during the first vowel in /gepip / the retraction was 1.4cm
relative to maxC, followed by a fronting movement for /i/. 
For / /, after the initial retraction for the vowel of the first
syllable, the root point exhibited no further horizontal 
movement; the root remained in the same horizontal position
for four frames. 

Figure 3: MaxV for /o/ (left) and / / (right) for S2. Tagged 
and untagged data are overlaid.

4. Discussion 
LS calculations for GGP revealed subject differences and task
effects. Overall GGP seemed to play a greater role for S2 than
S3 in realizing the difference between tense and lax vowels.
The greater variability in maxC for tense-lax stimulus pairs
for S3 may contribute to the difference in results. GGP 
contraction will cause both root fronting as well as tongue 
raising for a palatal constriction. Consistent with that, for both 
subjects there is a GGP difference for the front vowels pairs.
However, both subjects showed the greatest difference in 
GGP for /o- /. Wood [1] pointed out that GGP contraction
would be incompatible with a non-high constriction formation
in the rear of the vocal tract. This is consistent with the mid
back vowel pair also displaying the greatest height 
differences. He also points out that /o- / have a slight 
tendency for an advanced tongue root, which is consistent
with the present data. Close inspection of the MRI images
suggests that S3 overall holds her tongue much further
forward in the vocal tract compared to S2. If for S3 GGP is as
a whole more compressed throughout, this could explain why
the differences are much smaller for S3. The overall fronted
position of the tongue for S3 compared to S2 could be 
idiosyncratic, or a speaker-specific response to the supine 
position of the subjects in the MRI scanner. Comparing
upright and supine utterances, Stone et al. [9] have found that
the tongue is typically more backward in supine position than
upright, with considerable subject variability in the amount of 
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he point tracking analysis revealed for the high front
s that both speakers used smaller height differences 
oot differences. Both S2 and S3 showed root differences 
nt vowels, but not consistently for back vowels, which

be due to the fact that tongue root position is more
ained for back vowels (again effects were more 
unced for S2). 

5. Conclusions 
urrent paper has explored the use of tagged cine-MRI
sessing differences in articulation between tense and lax 
s. The technique was able to successfully track motion
cal tissue points and calculate compression and 
sion (Lagrangian strain) in the direction of GGP. GGP 
ression and expansion indicated that lax vowels were
ompressed than their tense counterparts relative to 
. The two subjects differed in the fronting of their 
ll tongue position, possibly due to the different 
ses to the supine speaking condition, which may
n the why for S3, only small effects were observed. 
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